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Book Descriptions:

Dsm Alarm System Manual

By continue to navigate through this site or by clicking Approve, you consent to the use of cookies on
your device as described in our.Since the company’s genesis, the experts at DSC have been leading
the way. From our revolutionary control panels, to our industryleading IP alarm monitoring products
and now to our sleek, contemporary selfcontained wireless panels, DSC has always been front and
center in the security space. ISO 9001 Registered. By continue to navigate through this site or by
clicking Approve, you consent to the use of cookies on your device as described in our.The control
panel, which is a metal cabinet, will be mounted out of the way in a utility closet or in the basement.
The metal cabinet contains the system electronics, fuses and back up battery. Find Out More Results
can be filtered to help identify the manual you need based on your security panel’s name. Go to the
Technical Library Since the company’s genesis, the experts at DSC have been leading the way.
Check out our DSC alarm manuals and user guides below Remember if you need further help with
your system and the Bosch alarm user guides do not provide the answer we offer a cost effective
Alarm Repairs Service to help you keep your alarm system in working order and help you get the
most from your security system. For a free security consultation from our Police Licensed Security
Professionals request a call now.Unit 3, 34 Fallon Rd. Landsdale, WA 6065. Images of the keypads
have been provided to help you easily identify your system. Manuals for each system have been
provided in PDF format. He explained the procedure being done and gave options as to how I
preferred the job to be done which exceeded my expectations. He was patient with me and made
sure I knew how to work all aspects of the alarm system before leaving.I called customer service and
the first thing they did was walk me through how to make the alarm stop
sounding.http://www.cmcoleads.com/userfiles/cz-175-sport-manual.xml

dsc alarm system manual, dsc alarm system manual z823, dsc alarm system manual
pc1555rkz, dsc alarm system manual pk5501, dsc alarm system manual pk5500, dsc
alarm system manual power 832, dsc alarm system manual pc1616, dsc alarm system
manual pc1555, dsc alarm system manual power series, dsc alarm system manual
pc5508z, dsm alarm system manual, dsm alarm system manual pdf, dsm alarm system
manual download, dsm alarm system manual free, dsm alarm system manual online.

We were still at a point where we could not reset our alarm from the keypad which did concern me.
After sensing my concern, the customer service rep talked to her service manager and they
dispatched an outstanding Technician to our house. He repaired the damage within 20 minutes and
we were back to normal. I am a raving fan of SafeTouch. He was very knowledgeable about how the
system worked and answered any and all of the questions we had about what he had installed for us.
Also he took a lot of pride in what he was doing and did an outstanding job in doing. Joe did a create
a reprogramming my system today. He is extremely knowledgeable about the products and
technology. If Joe is your technician you are in great hands! We had service upgraded in a
commercial building and appointment was for 8 am and Tech arrived 15 minutes early. Tech was
very professional and completed the upgrade in a timely manner. Tech also took the time to make
sure we understood the alarm system, went through all features and made sure he answered any
question we had. If we have any future service needs hope to see him again. We upgraded to
wireless security and he was very patient as he explained how to add the app to our phones, and
gave me a very well done personal training session on the details of the Safe Touch home page. Now
ready to move on with further installation of cameras. I recommend Safe Touch to anyone
considering security for their home or business. Thomas and Clay were our techs and they were both
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awesome. Thomas was the senior tech and was training Clay. Thomas was very professional. He
explained everything to me and my husband. Both Thomas and Clay were very personable and
helpful. Thomas was very knowledgeable about Safetouch and the equipment. Its why I love
Safetouch. Their techs are more than techs. They are also customer service and help desk. Thank
you Thomas and Clay! Placed a call to SafeTouch and they had a technician at our site the next
morning.http://favoridugunsalonu.com/userfiles/cz-1500-manual.xml

Joe replaced the sensor and verified the operation. Quick response and great service! We had
service upgraded in a commercial building and appointment was for 8 am and Tech arrived 15
minutes early. If we have any future service needs hope to see him again. Placed a call to SafeTouch
and they had a technician at our site the next morning. Quick response and great service! Thomas
and Clay were our techs and they were both awesome. Thank you Thomas and Clay! He explained
the procedure being done and gave options as to how I preferred the job to be done which exceeded
my expectations. He was patient with me and made sure I knew how to work all aspects of the alarm
system before leaving.He was very knowledgeable about how the system worked and answered any
and all of the questions we had about what he had installed for us. If Joe is your technician you are
in great hands! I called customer service and the first thing they did was walk me through how to
make the alarm stop sounding. I am a raving fan of SafeTouch. We upgraded to wireless security and
he was very patient as he explained how to add the app to our phones, and gave me a very well done
personal training session on the details of the Safe Touch home page. I recommend Safe Touch to
anyone considering security for their home or business. Learn More. We can also discuss your
upgrade options to help ensure youre covered with the level of security you need. Call us on 132 553
selecting option 2. NRMA Insurance is part of the Insurance Australia Group. Business address is
Darling Park Tower 2, 201 Sussex St, Sydney NSW can’t assist with enquiries at this address. When
making decisions about our insurance, consider the Product Disclosure Statement. In the event you
don’t know the model number and make of your security system, we have added a photo of the
keypad that relates to the particular manual.

Note that certain manufacturers do however use the same keypad for different alarm panels and
different keypads with the same panel. If you don’t see your system or keypad listed, please call your
nearest Price’s Alarms location for assistance. Reader installed on your computer in order to read or
print them. If you do not A master code is the primary code Often the master code is the same
General Security Systems. Your keypad is generally the best way of determining what alarm panel
you have. Below are a few examples of alarm keypads we have installed. If you click the keypad you
will be directed to the user manual for that system. Dont Be An Easy Target False Alarm Prevention
Refer a Friend Insurance Discount Lifetime Service Plan Privacy Policy Battery Replacement Guide
User Manuals DMP Video Tutorials We have led the way in developing custom solutions for many of
your neighbors and businesses. Have the pieceofmind that comes from using a local professional you
can count on, for Alarm Security, Fire Systems, Access Control Solutions and Video Monitoring. Call
today for more information318.688.4698 or 888.231.1744 Contact us today so we can serve you. We
are the largest independent alarm company in Texas. The technician was knowledgeable and
courteous. He was able to answer all my questions and get the system up and running in no time.I
was referred to Smith Thompson by a friend after expressing frustration with some of the larger
brands that lock you into a 3year contract. Within these pages, you’ll find topics that range from
design features and components to disarming and silencing alarms to fire safety. Our security
consultants have the answers. Capable of up to 8 hardwired zones out of the box and expandable up
to 32 wired or wireless. The DSC Power 1832 model offers four possible area partitions and can
accommodate up to 48 user entry codes. We offer many different kit combos for this system in
particular since it is our most popular.
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It is a great choice for most average sized homes or small businesses. The 1832 is the most popular
of the PowerSeries panels. The PC1832 panel has 8 onboard hardwired zones. The panel can be
expanded up to 32 total zones. This can be done using PC5108 zone expander modules. The PC5108
adds 8 hardwired zones. With 3 of the PC5108 boards you can reach the max of 32 hardwired zones.
But the PowerSeries is a hybrid system that can be expanded to support wireless devices as well and
can have all 32 zones be wireless or any combination of hardwired and wireless up to 32 total zones.
To add wireless capability the system needs to have a wireless receiver module attached. This is
most commonly done with the RF5132 wireless receiver module. It can either be added as a
standalone module or as a builtin component in a keypad as in the RFK5500 or RFK5501. Remember
that while it is convenient and budgetfriendly to have the wireless receiver built into the keypad, it
will also limit you on the placement of the wireless receiver to where you need to place a keypad and
not necessarily in a very ideal location to receive signals from wireless devices. This is often not an
issue though. PGM 1 is a lowcurrent output that can handle 50mA. PGM 2 is a highcurrent output
that is limited to a much higher 300mA of current. The PGM outputs are useful for many things, but
they are generally used for smoke detectors. If you need additional PGM outputs DSC has two
modules that can be added to the system for the purpose of expansion. The first is the PC5208 which
adds 8 additional PGM outputs that are current limited to 50mA. The other is the PC5204 power
supply module. This module not only adds 4 highcurrent PGM outputs, but also acts as an additional
power supply that adds an additional 1 amp of power. The PC5204 does require its own power
transformer PTC1640 and backup battery BD412 . A PTK5507 touchscreen keypad is a fairly power
hungry device that requires up to 300mA of power.

Just that one component takes up nearly half of the available power on the main panel. You can see
how you can quickly you could need to provide additional power when you take into account a
communicator, motion detectors, smoke detectors, keypads, and other powered components. Many
installations with a PC1832 will not require an extra power supply, but it is definitely something to
watch for. So if you wanted to be able to arm a few different areas separately; maybe a shop, office,
and main home for instance; you could. This gives you the ability to monitor lower traffic areas or
separate buildings or even different areas within one building without having to arm the entire
system. The best part is that if any one partition is put into an alarm state, the entire alarm system
will follow suit all sirens and communications will occur as normal. The first kit is the
Kit32power5CP01NT. This is the most budget friendly of the 3 kits. Like all of the kits it comes with
the 1832 board and cabinet, 15 watt surface mount indoor siren, and RJ31X telephone jack and cord
set. This kit comes with a BD412 4 amp hour, 12 volt backup battery. DSC has also included their
LC100PI motion detector. This motion detector uses passive infrared to detect motion. It can also
ignore most pets up to 50 pounds. The last item included in the kit is the PK5501 fixed message LCD
keypad. This kind of keypad is often best used as a secondary keypad. Although the keypad helps
keep the price of the kit down, it can make programming and troubleshooting much more difficult
because it does not show as much information as a full alpha numeric keypad such as the PK5500.
This kit also has the basics included with the 1832 board and cabinet, 15 watt surface mount indoor
siren, and RJ31X telephone jack and cord set. This kit has a BD412 12 volt, 4 amp hour backup
battery. The final part is a PK5500 programmable alphanumeric LCD keypad.

This kind of keypad is great for doing your programming and troubleshooting as it can actually give
you a custom display that can show much more information than the PK5501 style keypads.
Additionally, this keypad can quickly give you access to any partition on your system. And it can of
course allow you to assign labels to zones. This kit is in many ways a mirror of the first kit. It comes
with many of the same components 1832 board and cabinet, 15 watt surface mount indoor siren,
RJ31X telephone jack and cord set, BD412 backup batter, and LC100PI motion detector. The
difference is that this kit comes with the RFK5500 LCD keypad. This keypad is part of the 5500 line



of programmable alphanumeric keypads. And it also has a builtin RF5132 wireless receiver that will
instantly upgrade the PC1832 to have the ability to add DSC’s 433MHz oneway wireless sensors.
Clear the detector of smoke and repeat the sequence to reset. Then unplug the panel transformer if
you know where it is. It is a beige or black box plugged into a nearby power outlet. If you can’t find
it, then disconnect the wire on the far left terminal of the terminal strip the first 2 terminals on the
left are AC power. We also offer commercial security technical support specialists for further
assistance. We help companies protect their employees, customers, facilities and operations from
internal and external threats, and allow business to work smarter through enhanced security
management and information management solutions.All rights reserved.By continuing to use our site
you agree to the use of cookies in accordance with our policy. Click for more information about our
Cookie Policy or to disable cookie use. Click on a topic for more information. How To Test Your
Alarm System Locally If you would like to verify that your Power, battery and siren are fully
functioning, you can perform a local system test in the user menu section of your alarm system.

The panel will perform the following; activate the Siren, keypad buzzer and all keypad status lights
for 2 seconds, test the backup battery and transmit a reporting code to the central station. How To
Program Time and Date To Program Time and Date you will have to enter the user menu section of
your alarm system. Below is a detailed list of all possible troubles on your system. If light 1 stays on,
it indicates you have a low battery condition, and need to replace your system battery. If another
number shows on your keypad, please contact Safetech Technical Support. You can check that the
transformer has not been unplugged, or that any service is being done to the power in your area. If
the problem persist, contact technical support for further assistance. If this trouble is present, make
sure you have a dial tone on your phone line, ensure that your phone company is not working on the
phone lines, as well as making sure no other devices are tying up the line like a fax machine, or DSL
modem. The system will attempt a number of times to send a signal, after all attempts have failed to
reach the central station, it will display this trouble. Once you know which zone number is in
trouble, check that the physical contact has not been tampered with for the particular zone, if
everything appears to be normal, contact SafeTech technical support. Once you have verified the
zone, check to see if the contact has been physically tampered with, if everything appears normal,
contact SafeTech technical support for further assistance. How to Disarm Your Alarm System The
user must enter through a door programmed as Delay. Upon entering, the keypad will emit a steady
tone, and emit a pulsing tone during the last 10 seconds of entry delay to alert the user to disarm the
system. Enter a valid user code to disarm the system. How To Arm Your Alarm System Away Arming
The Ready light must be ON to arm the system.

If the Ready light is OFF, ensure all protected doors and windows are secure or bypassed. To arm
the system in the Away mode, either press and hold the Away function button for 2 seconds or enter
a valid user code and leave the premises through a door programmed with entry delay. Upon
arming, the Armed light will turn ON. If the Audible Exit Delay option is enabled, the keypad will
beep once every second during the exit delay, and three times a second during the last 10 seconds to
alert the user to leave. Stay Arming The Ready light must be ON to arm the system. If the Ready
light is OFF ensure all protected doors and windows are secure or bypassed. To arm the system in
the Stay mode, either press and hold the Stay function button for 2 seconds or enter a valid user
code and stay within the premises do NOT violate a door programmed as Delay. Upon arming, the
Armed light and Bypass light will turn ON. If the Stay function button is used, the keypad will not
beep during the exit delay. If a user code was used, the keypad will beep if the Audible Exit Delay
option How To Program A User Code LED Keypad. The Program light will flash. The keypad will turn
ON the corresponding zone light to indicate a user code is programmed. Enter the 2digit user to be
programmed. The zone light will flash. Enter 40 and the new 4 digit master code. Scroll to the user
you would like to delete, or enter the 2 digit user number. The Bypass light will flash. The keypad
will turn ON the corresponding zone light to indicate a zone is bypassed. To bypass or unbypass a



zone, enter the 2digit zone number. The Bypass light will be ON if any zones are manually bypassed.
If the Code Required for Bypass option is enabled, enter a valid user code. All Rights Reserved.
Consider upgrading your browser to Chrome, Firefox or newer versions of Internet Explorer for the
best browsing experience!

You may use the product manuals only for noncommercial purposes, and you may not reproduce,
duplicate, copy, sell, resell or publish any portion of the product manuals without the third party
owner’s prior consent. Unauthorized use strictly prohibited. Our online database provides
convenient access to a variety of product manuals and data sheets for your installed fire, security,
and life safety systems. You’ll find information that can help you optimize your everyday business
operations and locate what you need by manufacturer and model. Our comprehensive portfolio
includes fire alarm, sprinkler, suppression, access control, intrusion and video systems; testing,
inspection, maintenance and repair services; and monitoring solutions.By continuing to use our site
you agree to the use of cookies in accordance with our policy. Here’s how you can find out Look on
the inside of your control panel door. Contact the monitoring center at 18887454733 Contact the
EMC Security service department at 7709630305 Refer to this letter PDF regarding the EMC
Security custom keypad. Don’t see the user’s Manual that you’re looking for. Contact our service
department at 7709630305 or visit the manufacturer’s website. Customer Reviews 4.5 Based on 265
reviews See all reviews Write a review 4.6 Based on 76 reviews See all reviews Write a review Eli
our technician was personable, professional, educational and thorough in both the installation
process and walking us thru features of the system. Our whole EMC Security experience was
excellent. And we love the low monthly rate compared to others. Robert C. I had EMC for 10 years in
my previous house, moved to a townhome and they came and installed the system. I am very
satisfied with the service and fast response of the staff. Patricia J. Just established with EMC after
moving to a new home. They were efficient, professional and made sure I understood how the
system worked.

The billing department also followed up to confirm billing details and to ensure I didnt have any
questions. Overall very positive experience so far. Michael Z. EMC does a Great job!Had them
activate my old system and less than a month later, had them upgrade keypads and control unit. A
much simpler and more informative system to use. Harvey P. EMC Security did an excellent job
installing our security system. The installer was very knowledgeable and courteous and took the
time to explain the system to me and answer any and all questions I had. I highly recommend EMC
Security. Nicki B. the serviceman was so helpful and friendly.Deborah Bagley M. the staff was very
pleasant to deal with and very helpful. Doris K. I love EMC Security!!! The guy that came to our
house was very professional and explained everything to us.he made sure all zones were
working.great personality. We set off our alarm and I love the way they text you AND call you to
make sure everything was OK. We were especially impressed by the installation technician Mr.
Bobby Moore. Zero pressure for addons or upgrades, EMC representatives provided simple, concise
solutions at extremely competitive pricing. We are very please with EMC Security! Bill G. The
technician who got our system all up and running was very prompt, knowledgeable, friendly, and
patient. We were pleasantly surprised how affordable our monthly security system would be. I’ve
had the service like a month now. And I love how it sends me texts to let me know my alarm is
disarmed or armed Incase I may have forgotten to set it. But if that happens I do have the advantage
to set it on the app as well. I’ve done one test so far to see if they are getting a signal. KEN G. Very
professional and courteous Larry C L. The prompt process of acquiring the security system and the
simplicity of its use. It’s easy. Dianne L. Easy to set and secure and it’s easy installation Shelton W.
Professional sales consultant and system worked out of the box.

Rhonda G. Love my new Alula security system. Was so easy to install. Would highly recommend EMC
security. I had a bad sensor and they were great in trouble shooting to try to fix the problem. Diann



Arnold H. The staff is very personable and helpful. This is hard to find. Carol Wilkinson H. Very
courteous and knowledgeable of the equipment and installation. Explained the operation and
abilities of system in very understandable terms. Enjoyed talking with them and look forward to
working with the company. Andy L. Relocated from NYC to ATL Douglasville GA 3years ago. Chatted
with several security companies but EMC listened to my needs, and fully accommodated in creating
a safety environment in my home. Today, I am still a happy customer still using my system purched
and installed by EMC. I didnt feel pressured to purchase equipment and the technician took the time
to explain everything to me. Technician answered all of my questions, and when I texted or called
him for assistance afterwards, my Security needs were met. Everyone at EMC. customer service
reps to the installation person have been very helpful and professional. I would definitely
recommend EMC Security! SS L. EMC was recommended by a neighbor. Their sales staff was
helpful, professional, and respectful of my stated needs never pushy. The installation technician was
courteous and knowledgeable. I could not have been more pleased. Annette Q. EMC Security was
the most cost efficient service I’ve ever used. Their technicians were very knowledgeable and
courteous. I’d give them a perfect 10 for service! Judith M. Very personalized and actually listened
to our needs. Prices are very fair, and they use their own techs unless behind. Salesman came to the
house instead of phone sales call. Better than big companies on returning calls, or “no” calls on
when the service is down. Emc is locally owned and makes it better than big competitors.
Monitoring cost is lower than what we were paying for cellular coverage.

John B. great service and great price! Matt D. EMC security has superb customer service and it is a
pleasure to speak with them about anything. They respond quickly and for those of us
technologically challenged, provide excellent instructions. Pricing is great as well. I urge you to
check them out for your security needs. Diane L. I have been with EMC for several years. I
recommend them, among other things, for their trustworthiness, their reliability, their genuine
customer care and for their professionalism. Situation My panel would not allow us to arm or disarm
our system. Problem Tech could not come until Thursday. I accepted but also sent an email to EMC.
Soon same day I received a call from NATALIE, who put me in contact with Customer Rep, JOHN,
who sent out a masterful Tech, named MIKE, who is optimistic his actions resolved the issue. Thank
you EMC Carolyn H. Love the new Security system at my house Walton EMC are neighbors and
many people in my subdivision uses it. Installation was flawless and installer gave excellent
instructions on use. We feel so much more safer at nights and when away from house and the video
doorbell works flawlessly. Rick M. Always call quickly after the alarm goes off! Zoe M. I work with
this company many years. I totally recommend it. The last time they came, I had another situation on
the house, beside what he came to see, and John Arias Rosario was very helpful to figure out what
was going on. Thank you very much John and EMC company. Rosangela V. Great experience.
Technician made sure we understand the system completely and spent time to help insure that
remote access worked. Mistakenly have set off alarm twice and received an immediate response.
Very professional and understanding individuals who have been a pleasure to work with Paul W. No
contract, quick response time, lowest monitoring price Ive come across and the customer service is
outstanding. Jeanette P. There is no contract.

System is easy to install if you do it yourself. Monitoring and system are very reasonably priced.
Using the Alula app you can arm or disarm from any where. Phyllis W. The simplicity is what got me.
Nominal fee, basic coverage, alerts that work without wondering if someone is going to hack into my
system and spy on my family. The gentleman who came and installed the system was extremely
patient and helpful. A few days later when I forgot how to do something customer service not only
walked me through the process, but snail mailed me literature too. Any issue Ive had has been
quickly and friendly remedied. Im extremely happy with my service. Khristina A. S. R. No contract
required. Easy to install we did the installation. Dan W. I recently moved and EMC Security is part of
my electric utility coop, so I decided to add their alarm monitoring service to my existing alarm



system. From the sales rep to the technicians and everyone in between, I have been more than
pleased with this company and their services. I have not had any alarms go off yet, but I’m sure that
EMC Security will be just as good as they have been so far if they ever do! Josh M. It was an easy set
up and no contract. Deborah Davis R. EMC security is first class all around. As a repeat customer
with a second installation I can honestly say it was an excellent experience both times. From the
moment I first called their customer service, all staff on hand are professional, courteous and always
on time. They addressed all my questions and concerns and walked me through how to access and
use my new system. Additionally, there followup post installation was a nice touch. Safety and
security is important, having a reliable security company monitoring and protecting your family is
priceless. I would highly recommend Jackson EMC to anyone. Carissa B. EMC security is first class
all around. I would highly recommend Jackson EMC to anyone. Carissa B. EMC offers get service at
a great price.

Response time is great when the alarm sounds. Makes me feel safe to know I have them watching
my back. The technician that came to my house was very knowledgeable and polite, made me feel
comfortable while he was there. Lorrie H. EMC offers get service at a great price. The technician
that came to my house was very knowledgeable and polite, made me feel comfortable while he was
there. Lorrie H. The best alarm service by far. The service is very affordable. No other company can
provide the same services for such a low price. They are always available should you have any
questions. Very easy to operate! Amy H. Every person I have ever talked to here is incredibly
friendly and helpful. They are great and understanding people to have for my security. Marvin A. I
recently had a home alarm system installed. I received excellent service from the initial phone call
through the installation. They asked what I wanted and they listened. I highly recommend them.
Kathi Clements D. Great service from start to finish. The installation was very professional, the
service is reliable, and the personnel are knowledgeable and helpful Karen Schoonover M. The
installation was smooth and great customer service. Lee C. Great pricing, great response time
instantaneous, great customer service. Be advised that you MAY end up paying a little more than
originally quoted if what you were promised doesn’t work as expected with existing equipment. We
were told we could connect to monitoring via WiFi. Installer shows up and explains that he CAN do
that but the WiFi module they have will not fit inside our Honeywell system as I was told by
salesperson. So he can do WiFi but it will require an additional “box” on the wall and additional
wiring and plug in transformer. Other than that we’re very happy and love that our cost is locked in
will not periodically go up like cable service or trash pickup. Important to retirees on fixed income.
Randy R. Was included as part of our HOA so price was right.
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